HyMo
TEXTILE ORTHOSIS

Available as a Body and/or Trousers
with short or long sleeves and legs
“My HyMo-Body helps me function
better in my daily life and I feel
more stable and have less pain”
Maria, Ehlers-Danlos patient

This orthosis is intended for patients with
Ehlers Danlos Syndrom. HyMo is not an
off-the shelf product, it is a made to measure
orthosis for each user with focus on stabilizing
and limiting the range of motion in the joints.
HyMo can be ordered with extra reinforcements
to suit each patients needs.
Measurements should be taken by a Physiotherapist
or a certified Orthotist.
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HyMo
HyMo is a textile orthosis in shape of a body and/or trousers with short or long
sleeves and legs. It is intended for patients with Ehlers Danlos Syndrom. HyMo fits
tight against the body and can improve posture and give increased joint stability,
i.e. hips and shoulders get stability from the tightness of the material.The HyMo is
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only available as a made-to-measure orthosis. It is usedEDS_Product_TAG_HyMo.indd
gradually until the 2019-04-17
desired
time of use is reached, 8 - 10 hours per day.The material in HyMo has been carefully chosen, produced and certified according to Oeko-Tex standard 100, class II.
Intended Use:
Ehlers Danlos Syndrom.
Contraindications:
Edema, dislocated joints (not reduced).
Other: This garment is a made to measure orthosis. Orderforms, instructions
and measurement forms are available on our web site.

Type

Colour

39400

Body with short sleeves

Female

Black

39401

Body with short sleeves

Male

Black

39402

Body with long sleeves

Female

Black

39403

Body with long sleeves

Male

Black

39408

Body with 3/4 sleeves

Female

Black

39409

Body with 3/4 sleeves

Male

Black

39404

Trousers with short legs

Female

Black

39405

Trousers with short legs

Male

Black

39406

Trousers with long legs

Female

Black

39407

Trousers with long legs

Male

Black

39410

Trousers with 3/4 legs

Female

Black

39411

Trousers with 3/4 legs

Male

Black
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